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Research to Meet 21st-Century Defense Needs

Battery Systems Engineering
Thermodynamics in Materials Science, Second Edition
is a clear presentation of how thermodynamic data is
used to predict the behavior of a wide range of
materials, a crucial component in the decision-making
process for many materials science and engineering
applications. This primary textbook accentuates the
integration of principles, strategies, a

Thermodynamics of Materials
Carbon nanotubes are rolled up graphene sheets with
a quasi-one-dimensional structure of nanometer-scale
diameter. In these last twenty years, carbon
nanotubes have attracted much attention from
physicists, chemists, material scientists, and
electronic device engineers, because of their
excellent structural, electronic, optical, chemical and
mechanical properties. More recently, demand for
innovative industrial applications of carbon nanotubes
is increasing. This book covers recent research topics
regarding syntheses techniques of carbon nanotubes
and nanotube-based composites, and their
applications. The chapters in this book will be helpful
to many students, engineers and researchers working
in the field of carbon nanotubes.

Syntheses and Applications of Carbon
Nanotubes and Their Composites
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This book occupies an important place at the
crossroads of several fields central to materials
sciences. The expanded second edition incorporates
new developments in the states of matter physics,
and includes end-of-chapter problems and complete
answers.

Thermodynamics of Materials
This book provides a review of the latest advances in
anion exchange membrane fuel cells. Starting with an
introduction to the field, it then examines the
chemistry and catalysis involved in this energy
technology. It also includes an introduction to the
mathematical modelling of these fuel cells before
discussing the system design and performance of realworld systems. Anion exchange membrane fuel cells
are an emerging energy technology that has the
potential to overcome many of the obstacles of proton
exchange membrane fuel cells in terms of the cost,
stability, and durability of materials. The book is an
essential reference resource for professionals,
researchers, and policymakers around the globe
working in academia, industry, and government.

Solder Joint Technology
Electrolytes for Electrochemical Supercapacitors
provides a state-of-the-art overview of the research
and development of novel electrolytes and electrolyte
configurations and systems to increase the energy
density of electrochemical supercapacitors.
Comprised of chapters written by leading
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international scientists active in supercapacitor
research and manufacturing, this authoritative text:
Describes a variety of electrochemical supercapacitor
electrolytes and their properties, compositions, and
systems Compares different electrolytes in terms of
their effects on electrochemical supercapacitor
performance Examines the interplay between the
electrolytes, active electrode materials, and inactive
components of the supercapacitors Discusses the
design and optimization of electrolyte systems for
improving electrochemical supercapacitor
performance Explores the challenges electrochemical
supercapacitors currently face, offering unique insight
into next-generation supercapacitor applications
Thus, Electrolytes for Electrochemical Supercapacitors
is a valuable resource for the research and
development activities of academic researchers,
graduate/undergraduate students, industry
professionals, and manufacturers of
electrode/electrolyte systems and electrochemical
energy devices such as batteries, as well as for end
users of the technology.

Ceramic and Glass Materials
The storage of electroenergy is an essential feature of
modem energy technologies. Unfortunately, no
economical and technically feasible method for the
solution of this severe problem is presently available.
But electrochemistry is a favourite candidate from an
engineering point of view. It promises the highest
energy densities of all possible alternatives. If this is
true, there will be a proportionality between the
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amount of electricity to be stored and the possible
voltage, together with the mass of materials which
make this storage possible. Insofar it is a matter of
material science to develop adequate systems.
Electricity is by far the most important secondary
energy source. The present production rate, mainly in
the thermal electric power stations, is in the order of
1.3 TW. Rechargeable batteries (RB) are of
widespread use in practice for electroenergy storage
and supply. The total capacity of primary and
rechargeable batteries being exploited is the same as
that of the world electric power stations. However, the
important goal in the light of modem energy
technology, namely the economical storage of large
amounts of electricity for electric vehicles, electric
route transport, load levelling, solar energy utilization,
civil video & audio devices, earth and spatial
communications, etc. will not be met by the presently
available systems. Unless some of the new emerging
electrochemical systems are established up to date,
RB's based on aqueous acidic or alkali accumulators
are mainly produced today.

Innovations in Engineered Porous
Materials for Energy Generation and
Storage Applications
Anion Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
Gaining public attention due, in part, to their potential
application as energy storage devices in cars, Lithiumion batteries have encountered widespread demand,
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however, the understanding of lithium-ion technology
has often lagged behind production. This book defines
the most commonly encountered challenges from the
perspective of a high-end lithium-ion manufacturer
with two decades of experience with lithium-ion
batteries and over six decades of experience with
batteries of other chemistries. Authors with years of
experience in the applied science and engineering of
lithium-ion batteries gather to share their view on
where lithium-ion technology stands now, what are
the main challenges, and their possible solutions. The
book contains real-life examples of how a subtle
change in cell components can have a considerable
effect on cell’s performance. Examples are supported
with approachable basic science commentaries.
Providing a unique combination of practical know-how
with an in-depth perspective, this book will appeal to
graduate students, young faculty members, or others
interested in the current research and development
trends in lithium-ion technology.

Radiation
Designed specifically for material scientists, this
volume presents the thermodynamics of solids,
covering statistical thermodynamics as well as
classical thermodynamics. The text should be
relevant to thermodynamics/physical chemistry
courses in both engineering and chemistry
departments.

Phase Transformation in Metals
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About the Book Thermodynamics of Materials,
Volumes I & II goes beyond traditional texts to
illustrate the applicability of thermodynamics to the
specific classes of materials that are part of a
curriculum in materials science and engineering. The
text is written from both science and engineering
perspectives so that students will be able to
understand and apply the knowledge generated by
scientists and communicate with and serve the needs
of all engineers. In addition to a presentation based
on classical thermodynamics, the text: Takes an Open
System approach to the First and Second
Laws.Includes a chapter on Statistical
Thermodynamics that provides the background for
understanding kinetic mechanisms and the behavior
of polymers.Treats physical as well as chemical
equilibrium to assist student understanding of phase
transitions.Provides good problem sets that are
thoroughly class-tested.Discusses surfaces and
interfaces- an important area as electronic materials
get smaller.

Imperfections in Crystalline Solids
Efficient clean energy harvesting, conversion, and
storage technologies are of immense importance for
the sustainable development of human society. To
this end, scientists have made significant advances in
recent years regarding new materials and devices for
improving the energy conversion efficiency for
photovoltaics, thermoelectric generation,
photoelectrochemical/electrolytic hydrogen
generation, and rechargeable metal ion batteries. The
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aim of this Special Issue is to provide a platform for
research scientists and engineers in these areas to
demonstrate and exchange their latest research
findings. This thematic topic undoubtedly represents
an extremely important technological direction,
covering materials processing, characterization,
simulation, and performance evaluation of thin films
used in energy harvesting, conversion, and storage.

The Structure of Materials
Designed to provide students with the core
understanding necessary to pursue the subject of
ceramics as it now exists and to be prepared for any
surprises likely to emerge. Key concepts are
developed in a sequence which builds on firm
foundations, using the material learned so that its
significance is continuously reinforced. The nature of
defects which intrudes upon the perfect geometry of
ideal crystal structures, migration of matter and
charge, chemical and phase equilibria are among the
subjects discussed.

Electronic Properties of Engineering
Materials
An accessible textbook providing students with a
working knowledge of the properties of defects in
crystals, in a step-by-step tutorial style.

The Physics of Phase Transitions
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New Promising Electrochemical Systems
for Rechargeable Batteries
This book covers state-of-the-art techniques
commonly used in modern materials characterization.
Two important aspects of characterization, materials
structures and chemical analysis, are included. Widely
used techniques, such as metallography (light
microscopy), X-ray diffraction, transmission and
scanning electron microscopy, are described. In
addition, the book introduces advanced techniques,
including scanning probe microscopy. The second half
of the book accordingly presents techniques such as Xray energy dispersive spectroscopy (commonly
equipped in the scanning electron microscope),
fluorescence X-ray spectroscopy, and popular surface
analysis techniques (XPS and SIMS). Finally,
vibrational spectroscopy (FTIR and Raman) and
thermal analysis are also covered.

Recent Advances in Graphene Research
This book ''Recent Advances in Graphene Research''
provides a state-of-the-art report of the knowledge
accumulated in graphene research. It contains 12
chapters divided into three sections. Section 1
''Fundamentals of Graphene'' deals with quantum hall
effect in graphene, electronic properties of carbon
nanostructures and spectral statistics of graphene
nanoflakes. In Section 2 ''Graphene Synthesis,'' the
optimized synthesis procedures of graphene and its
derivatives are presented. The application of
graphene and its nanostructured-based materials for
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energy storage, conservation and other extensive
applications are described in Section 3 ''Application of
Graphene and its Nanostructures''. We believe that
this book offers broader prospective to the readers in
the recent advances in graphene research, starting
from fundamental science to application.

Introduction to the Thermodynamics of
Materials, Fifth Edition
Materials Kinetics
The author is ready to assert that practically none of
the readers of this book will ever happen to deal with
large doses of radiation. But the author, without a
shadow of a doubt, claims that any readers of this
book, regardless of gender, age, financial situation,
type of professional activity, and habits, are actually
exposed to low doses of radiation throughout their
life. This book is devoted to the effect of small doses
on the body. To understand the basic effects of
radiation on humans, the book contains the necessary
information from an atomic, molecular and nuclear
physics, as well as from biochemistry and biology.
Special attention is paid to the issues that are either
not considered or discussed very briefly in existing
literature. Examples include the ionization of inner
atomic shells that play an essential role in radiological
processes, and the questions of transformation of the
energy of ionizing radiation in matter. The benefits of
ionizing radiation to mankind is reflected in a wide
range of radiation technologies used in science,
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industry, agriculture, culture, art, forensics, and, what
is the most important application, medicine.
Radiation: Fundamentals, Applications, Risks and
Safety provides information on the use of radiation in
modern life, its usefulness and indispensability.
Experiments on the effects of small doses on bacteria,
fungi, algae, insects, plants and animals are
described. Human medical experiments are inhuman
and ethically flawed. However, during the familiarity
of mankind with ionizing radiation, a large number of
population groups were subject to accumulation,
exposed to radiation at doses of small but exceeding
the natural background radiation. This book analyzes
existing, real-life radiation results from survivors of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Chernobyl and Fukushima,
and examines studies of radiation effect on patients,
radiologists, crews of long-distant flights and
astronauts, on miners of uranium copies, on workers
of nuclear industry and on militaries, exposed to
ionizing radiation on a professional basis, and on the
population of the various countries receiving
environmental exposure. The author hopes that this
book can mitigate the impact of radiation phobia,
which prevails in the public consciousness over the
last half century. Explores the science of radiation and
the effects of radiation technologies and biological
processes Analyzes the elementary processes of
ionization and excitation Summarizes information
about inner shells ionization and its impact on matter
and biological structures Discusses quantum concepts
in biology and clarifies the importance of epigenetics
in radiological processes Includes case studies
focusing on humans irradiated by low doses of
radiation and its effects
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Physical Gels from Biological and
Synthetic Polymers
Carbon in Earth's fluid envelopes - the atmosphere,
biosphere, and hydrosphere, plays a fundamental role
in our planet's climate system and a central role in
biology, the environment, and the economy of earth
system. The source and original quantity of carbon in
our planet is uncertain, as are the identities and
relative importance of early chemical processes
associated with planetary differentiation. Numerous
lines of evidence point to the early and continuing
exchange of substantial carbon between Earth's
surface and its interior, including diamonds, carbonrich mantle-derived magmas, carbonate rocks in
subduction zones and springs carrying deeply sourced
carbon-bearing gases. Thus, there is little doubt that a
substantial amount of carbon resides in our planet's
interior. Yet, while we know it must be present,
carbon's forms, transformations and movements at
conditions relevant to the interiors of Earth and other
planets remain uncertain and untapped. Volume
highlights include: - Reviews key, general topics, such
as carbonate minerals, the deep carbon cycle, and
carbon in magmas or fluids - Describes new results at
the frontiers of the field with presenting results on
carbon in minerals, melts, and fluids at extreme
conditions of planetary interiors - Brings together
emerging insights into carbon's forms,
transformations and movements through study of the
dynamics, structure, stability and reactivity of carbonbased natural materials - Reviews emerging new
insights into the properties of allied substances that
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carry carbon, into the rates of chemical and physical
transformations, and into the complex interactions
between moving fluids, magmas, and rocks to the
interiors of Earth and other planets - Spans the
various chemical redox states of carbon, from
reduced hydrocarbons to zero-valent diamond and
graphite to oxidized CO2 and carbonates - Captures
and synthesizes the exciting results of recent, focused
efforts in an emerging scientific discipline - Reports
advances over the last decade that have led to a
major leap forward in our understanding of carbon
science - Compiles the range of methods that can be
tapped tap from the deep carbon community, which
includes experimentalists, first principles theorists,
thermodynamic modelers and geodynamicists Represents a reference point for future deep carbon
science research Carbon in Planetary Interiors will be
a valuable resource for researchers and students who
study the Earth's interior. The topics of this volume
are interdisciplinary, and therefore will be useful to
professionals from a wide variety of fields in the Earth
Sciences, such as mineral physics, petrology,
geochemistry, experimentalists, first principles
theorists, thermodynamics, material science,
chemistry, geophysics and geodynamics.

Materials Thermodynamics
The European Union’s directive banning the use of
lead-based (Pb) solders in electronic consumer
products has created an urgent need for research on
solder joint behavior under various driving forces in
electronic manufacturing, and for development of
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lead-free solders. This book provides a comprehensive
examination of advanced materials reliability issues
related to copper-tin reaction and electromigration in
solder joints, and presents methods for preventing
common reliablity problems.

Thermodynamics of Materials
Making innovative products for energy generation
that decrease carbon footprints are the need of the
hour. This book describes innovations in porous
materials for energy generation and storage
applications that can have applications in developed
as well as developing countries. It provides a
comprehensive account of porous materials for
potential new applications, such as catalysts for gas
storage and energy efficient transformations, which
engineers and scientists working in the areas of solar
cells, batteries, supercapacitors, fuel cells, etc. will
find to be of immense interest.

Solutions Manual to Accompany
Electronic Properties of Engineering
Materials
This is a concise, up-to-date book that covers a wide
range of important ceramic materials used in modern
technology. Chapters provide essential information on
the nature of these key ceramic raw materials
including their structure, properties, processing
methods and applications in engineering and
technology. Treatment is provided on materials such
as alumina, aluminates, Andalusite, kyanite, and
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sillimanite. The chapter authors are leading experts in
the field of ceramic materials. An ideal text for
graduate students and practising engineers in
ceramic engineering, metallurgy, and materials
science and engineering.

Thermodynamics of materials
Electroceramics, Materials, Properties, Applications,
Second Edition provides a comprehensive treatment
of the many aspects of ceramics and their electrical
applications. The fundamentals of how
electroceramics function are carefully introduced with
their properties and applications also considered.
Starting from elementary principles, the physical,
chemical and mathematical background of the subject
are discussed and wherever appropriate, a strong
emphasis is placed on the relationship between
microstructire and properties. The Second Edition has
been fully revised and updated, building on the
foundation of the earlier book to provide a concise
text for all those working in the growing field of
electroceramics. fully revised and updated to include
the latest technological changes and developments in
the field includes end of chapter problems and an
extensive bibliography an Invaluable text for all
Materials Science students. a useful reference for
physicists, chemists and engineers involved in the
area of electroceramics.

Materials Kinetics Fundamentals
Introductory kinetics for the undergrad materials
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scientist Materials Kinetics Fundamentals is an
accessible and interesting introduction to kinetics
processes, with a focus on materials systems.
Designed for the undergraduate student, this book
avoids intense mathematics to present the theory and
application of kinetics in a clear, reader-friendly way.
Students are first introduced to the fundamental
concepts of kinetics, with illustrated diagrams,
examples, text boxes, and homework questions that
impart a unified, intuitive understanding. Further
chapters cover the application of these concepts in
the context of materials science, with real-world
examples including silicon processing and integrated
circuit fabrication, thin-film deposition, carbon-14
dating, steel degassing, energy conversion, and more.
Instructor materials including PowerPoint
presentations, a test bank, and more are available
through the companion website, providing a complete
resource for the undergraduate materials science
student. At its core, kinetics deals with rates, telling
us how fast something will take place – for example,
how fast water will evaporate, or how fast molten
silicon will solidify. This book is designed to provide
students with an introduction to kinetics' underlying
principles, without rigorous math to distract from
understanding. Understand universally important
kinetic concepts like diffusion and reaction rate Model
common kinetic processes both quantitatively and
qualitatively Learn the mechanisms behind important
and interesting materials systems Examine the
behaviors, properties, and interactions of relevant
solid materials There are a large number of books on
chemical kinetics, but there are far fewer that focus
on materials kinetics, and virtually none that provide
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an accessible, introductory-level treatment of the
subject. Materials Kinetics Fundamentals fills that
need, with clear, detailed explanations of these
universal concepts.

The Structure of Materials
Explores and brings together the existent body of
knowledge on building performance analysis Building
performance is an important yet surprisingly complex
concept. This book presents a comprehensive and
systematic overview of the subject. It provides a
working definition of building performance, and an indepth discussion of the role building performance
plays throughout the building life cycle. The book also
explores the perspectives of various stakeholders, the
functions of buildings, performance requirements,
performance quantification (both predicted and
measured), criteria for success, and the challenges of
using performance analysis in practice. Building
Performance Analysis starts by introducing the
subject of building performance: its key terms,
definitions, history, and challenges. It then develops a
theoretical foundation for the subject, explores the
complexity of performance assessment, and the way
that performance analysis impacts on actual
buildings. In doing so, it attempts to answer the
following questions: What is building performance?
How can building performance be measured and
analyzed? How does the analysis of building
performance guide the improvement of buildings?
And what can the building domain learn from the way
performance is handled in other disciplines?
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Assembles the current body of knowledge on building
performance analysis in one unique resource Offers
deep insights into the complexity of using building
performance analysis throughout the entire building
life cycle, including design, operation and
management Contributes an emergent theory of
building performance and its analysis Building
Performance Analysis will appeal to the building
science community, both from industry and
academia. It specifically targets advanced students in
architectural engineering, building services design,
building performance simulation and similar fields
who hold an interest in ensuring that buildings meet
the needs of their stakeholders.

Electroceramics
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. is proud to announce an
important new series of textbooks - The MIT Series in
Materials Science and Engineering. In response to the
growing economic and technological importance of
polymers, ceramics, and semi-conductors, many
materials science and engineering departments are
changing and expanding their curricula. The advent of
new courses calls for the development of new
textbooks that teach the principles of materials
science and engineering as they apply to all the
classes of materials. The MIT Series in Materials
Science and Engineering is designed to fill the needs
of this changing curriculum. Based on the
undergraduate curriculum of the MIT Department of
Materials Science and Engineering, the series will
include textbooks for the core courses in the field as
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well as texts for courses in specific material classes.
The first three textbooks in the series will be:
Thermodynamics of Materials, Vol. I, by David Ragone
(0-471-30885-4) Thermodynamics of Materials, VoL.
II, by David Ragone (0-471-30886-2) Physical
Ceramics: Principles for Ceramics Science and
Engineering, by Yet-Ming Chiang, Dunbar Birnie III,
and W. David Kingery (0-471-59873-9)

Production of Materials from Sustainable
Biomass Resources
2D Metal Carbides and Nitrides (MXenes)
This book describes the rapidly expanding field of twodimensional (2D) transition metal carbides and
nitrides (MXenes). It covers fundamental knowledge
on synthesis, structure, and properties of these new
materials, and a description of their processing, scaleup and emerging applications. The ways in which the
quickly expanding family of MXenes can outperform
other novel nanomaterials in a variety of applications,
spanning from energy storage and conversion to
electronics; from water science to transportation; and
in defense and medical applications, are discussed in
detail.

Electrolytes for Electrochemical
Supercapacitors
The European Union’s directive banning the use of
lead-based (Pb) solders in electronic consumer
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products has created an urgent need for research on
solder joint behavior under various driving forces in
electronic manufacturing, and for development of
lead-free solders. This book provides a comprehensive
examination of advanced materials reliability issues
related to copper-tin reaction and electromigration in
solder joints, and presents methods for preventing
common reliablity problems.

Thermodynamics in Materials Science
Thermodynamics of materials
It includes both chemical and physical approaches to
the properties of solids, and clearly separates those
aspects of materials properties that can be tackled
with classical physics from those that require
quantum mechanics. * Quantum mechanics are
introduced later to allow readers to be familiar with
some of the mathematics necessary for quantum
mechanics before being exposed to its bewildering
fundamental concepts. * Discusses the electronic
properties of solids from the viewpoint of elementary
band theory, and end with a brief treatment of
semiconductors and some semiconducting devices.

Lithium-ion Battery Materials and
Engineering
In order to achieve the revolutionary new defense
capabilities offered by materials science and
engineering, innovative management to reduce the
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risks associated with translating research results will
be needed along with the R&D. While payoff is
expected to be high from the promising areas of
materials research, many of the benefits are likely to
be evolutionary. Nevertheless, failure to invest in
more speculative areas of research could lead to
undesired technological surprises. Basic research in
physics, chemistry, biology, and materials science will
provide the seeds for potentially revolutionary
technologies later in the 21st century.

Materials Characterization
Thermodynamics of Materials A Classical and
Statistical Synthesis Designed as a reference resource
for practicing professionals as well as a text for
advanced students, Thermodynamics of Materials
offers a lucid presentation that ties together classical
and statistical treatments of thermodynamics within
the framework of materials science. Unlike most
books in the field, it emphasizes the natural
connection between these two approaches, both as a
way of obtaining useful information about real
systems, and as a way of showing the relations
between the molecular-level properties of systems,
and their properties on a macroscopic scale. In this
regard, the author's aim throughout the text is to
introduce the rigorous, general relations that arise
from classical thermodynamics, which are system
independent, and then to use statistical
thermodynamic relations to calculate the expected
values of the macroscopic thermodynamic
parameters of the systems. Thermodynamics of
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Materials includes a review of classical
thermodynamics, an introduction to statistical
thermodynamics, and numerous practical problems in
thermodynamics, especially those involving phase
and chemical equilibrium. Handy appendices enhance
the value of this outstanding text.

Thin Films for Energy Harvesting,
Conversion, and Storage
Presenting a unique perspective on state-of-the-art
physical gels, this interdisciplinary guide provides a
complete, critical analysis of the field and highlights
recent developments. It shows the interconnections
between the key aspects of gels, from molecules and
structure through to rheological and functional
properties, with each chapter focusing on a different
class of gel. There is also a final chapter covering
innovative systems and applications, providing the
information needed to understand current and future
practical applications of gels in the pharmaceutical,
agricultural, cosmetic, chemical and food industries.
Many research teams are involved in the field of gels,
including theoreticians, experimentalists and
chemical engineers, but this interdisciplinary book
collates and rationalises the many different points of
view to provide a clear understanding of these
complex systems for researchers and graduate
students.

Solder Joint Technology
A complete all-in-one reference on the important
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interdisciplinary topic of Battery Systems Engineering
Focusing on the interdisciplinary area of battery
systems engineering, this book provides the
background, models, solution techniques, and
systems theory that are necessary for the
development of advanced battery management
systems. It covers the topic from the perspective of
basic electrochemistry as well as systems engineering
topics and provides a basis for battery modeling for
system engineering of electric and hybrid electric
vehicle platforms. This original approach gives a
useful overview for systems engineers in chemical,
mechanical, electrical, or aerospace engineering who
are interested in learning more about batteries and
how to use them effectively. Chemists, material
scientists, and mathematical modelers can also
benefit from this book by learning how their expertise
affects battery management. Approaches a topic
which has experienced phenomenal growth in recent
years Topics covered include: Electrochemistry;
Governing Equations; Discretization Methods; System
Response and Battery Management Systems Include
tables, illustrations, photographs, graphs, worked
examples, homework problems, and references, to
thoroughly illustrate key material Ideal for engineers
working in the mechanical, electrical, and chemical
fields as well as graduate students in these areas A
valuable resource for Scientists and Engineers
working in the battery or electric vehicle industries,
Graduate students in mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, chemical engineering.

Thermodynamics of Microstructures
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Materials Kinetics: Transport and Rate Phenomena
provides readers with a clear understanding of how
physical-chemical principles are applied to
fundamental kinetic processes. The book integrates
advanced concepts with foundational knowledge and
cutting-edge computational approaches,
demonstrating how diffusion, morphological evolution,
viscosity, relaxation and other kinetic phenomena can
be applied to practical materials design problems
across all classes of materials. The book starts with an
overview of thermodynamics, discussing equilibrium,
entropy, and irreversible processes. Subsequent
chapters focus on analytical and numerical solutions
of the diffusion equation, covering Fick’s laws,
multicomponent diffusion, numerical solutions, atomic
models, and diffusion in crystals, polymers, glasses,
and polycrystalline materials. Dislocation and
interfacial motion, kinetics of phase separation,
viscosity, and advanced nucleation theories are
examined next, followed by detailed analyses of glass
transition and relaxation behavior. The book
concludes with a series of chapters covering
molecular dynamics, energy landscapes, broken
ergodicity, chemical reaction kinetics, thermal and
electrical conductivities, Monte Carlo simulation
techniques, and master equations. Covers the full
breadth of materials kinetics, including organic and
inorganic materials, solids and liquids, theory and
experiments, macroscopic and microscopic
interpretations, and analytical and computational
approaches Demonstrates how diffusion, viscosity
microstructural evolution, relaxation, and other
kinetic phenomena can be leveraged in the practical
design of new materials Provides a seamless
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connection between thermodynamics and kinetics
Includes practical exercises that reinforce key
concepts at the end of each chapter

Carbon in Earth's Interior
Building Performance Analysis
Are You Looking for a Unified and Concise Approach
to Teaching and Learning the Structure of Materials?
Allen and Thomas present information in a manner
consistent with the way future scientists and
engineers will be required to think about materials'
selection, design, and use. Students will learn the
fundamentals of three different states of condensed
matter-glasses, crystals, and liquid crystals-and
develop a set of tools for describing all of them.
Above all, they'll gain a better understanding of the
principles of structure common to all materials. Key
concepts, such as symmetry theory, are introduced
and applied to provide a common viewpoint for
describing structures of ceramic, metallic, and
polymeric materials. Structure-sensitive properties of
real materials are introduced. The text also includes a
variety of worked example problems. Other texts
available in the MIT Series: Thermodynamics of
Materials, Vol I, Ragone, 30885-4 Thermodynamics of
Materials, Vol II: Kinetics, Ragone, 30886-2 Physical
Ceramics: Principles for Ceramics Science and
Engineering, Chiang, Birnie, Kingery, 59873-9
Electronic Properties of Engineering Materials,
Livingston, 31627-X
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Physical Ceramics
This book presents a collection of studies on state-ofart techniques developed specifically for
lignocellulose component derivation, and for the
production of functional materials, composite
polymers, carbonaceous biocatalysts, and pellets
from lignocellulosic biomass, with an emphasis on
using sustainable chemistry and engineering to
develop innovative materials and fuels for practical
application. Technological strategies for the physical
processing or biological conversion of biomass for
material production are also presented. All chapters
were contributed by respected experts in the field
from around the globe, providing a broad range of
perspectives on cutting-edge applications. The book
offers an ideal reference guide for academic
researchers and industrial engineers in the fields of
natural renewable materials, biorefinery of
lignocellulose, biofuels and environmental
engineering. It can also be used as a comprehensive
reference source for university students in chemical
engineering, material science and environmental
engineering.

Materials Research to Meet 21st-Century
Defense Needs
A timely, applications-driven text in thermodynamics
Materials Thermodynamics provides both students
and professionals with the in-depth explanation they
need to prepare for the real-world application of
thermodynamic tools. Based upon an actual graduate
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course taught by the authors, this class-tested text
covers the subject with a broader, more industryoriented lens than can be found in any other resource
available. This modern approach: Reflects changes
rapidly occurring in society at large—from the impact
of computers on the teaching of thermodynamics in
materials science and engineering university
programs to the use of approximations of higher order
than the usual Bragg-Williams in solution-phase
modeling Makes students aware of the practical
problems in using thermodynamics Emphasizes that
the calculation of the position of phase and chemical
equilibrium in complex systems, even when properly
defined, is not easy Relegates concepts like
equilibrium constants, activity coefficients, free
energy functions, and Gibbs-Duhem integrations to a
relatively minor role Includes problems and exercises,
as well as a solutions manual This authoritative text is
designed for students and professionals in materials
science and engineering, particularly those in physical
metallurgy, metallic materials, alloy design and
processing, corrosion, oxidation, coatings, and hightemperature alloys.
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